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ABSTRACT Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs), like Blockchain, are characterized by features
such as transparency, traceability, and security by design. These features make the adoption of Blockchain
attractive to enhance information security, privacy, and trustworthiness in very different contexts. This paper
provides a comprehensive survey and aims at analyzing and assessing the use of Blockchain in the context
of Distributed Trust and Reputation Management Systems (DTRMS). The analysis includes academic
research as well as initiatives undertaken in the business domain. The paper defines two taxonomies for
both Blockchain and DTRMS and applies a Formal Concept Analysis. Such an approach allowed us to
identify the most recurrent and stable features in the current scientific landscape and several important
implications among the two taxonomies. The results of the analysis have revealed significant trends and
emerging practices in the current implementations that have been distilled into recommendations to guide
Blockchain’s adoption in DTRMS systems.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, distributed ledger technology, distributed reputation management system,
distributed trust management system, formal concept analysis, security, taxonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

ALTHOUGH manifestations of trust are easy to recog-
nize because we experience and rely on them every

day, trust is a multifaceted concept, and its definition can be
challenging since it embraces constructs of ethics, morals,
emotions, values, and combines a variety of fields.

Moreover, trust is always contextual. For instance, an e-
commerce seller can be trusted to sell a product, but cannot
be trusted to perform a medical diagnosis. According to
Luhmann in [1], trust is an effective mechanism of reducing
complexity and risks. The author considers trust as a con-
tinuous feedback loop with signals that indicate whether or
not the trust is justified. Gambetta in [2], defines trust as the
subjective probability by which an individual A, expects that
another individual, B, performs a given action on which its
welfare depends.

In [3], it has been noted that trust plays a critical role when
a user assesses the believability of online information content
or when selecting an exchange site to purchase a product.
Users will not believe or participate in a transaction with
those whom they do not trust. Thus, trust is defined as the
perception of the degree to which an exchange partner will
fulfill their transactional obligations in situations character-
ized by risk or uncertainty. They identify seven dimensions
of trust in digital settings: attraction, dynamism, expertness,
faith, intentions, localness, and reliability.

In general, trust requires the eagerness of an actor, named
the truster, to enter into a position of complexity and uncer-
tainty [1] and thus, become vulnerable inside the relationship
with another actor, the trustee. Hence, there are two related
prerequisites for trust to arise: risk and interdependence.
Indeed, without both conditions, there is no need for trust
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[4].
Therefore, trust can be seen as a rational form of coop-

eration under behavioral risk, weighing up possible benefits
and costs, and concerning the assessment and management of
the risks perceived by each actor entering into a relationship.
In other words, “Trust entails Risk” [5]. In Zanini [6], it is
explained that, where there is a dearth of reliable evidence,
trust is supposed to assure an agent that desirable course of
events will be realized in the future as if being guaranteed
from experience.

Reputation is a global perception of an entity’s behavior
based on the trust that other entities have established [7].
The goal of a trust and reputation management system is
then to guarantee that actions taken by entities in a system
reflect their reputation values, and to prevent these values
from being manipulated by unauthorized entities [8]–[10].

A practical solution is to establish a central authority to
intermediate as the agent of trust. In a centralized Trust
Management System (TMS)/Reputation Management Sys-
tem (RMS), all the ratings are collected and processed by a
centralized controlled computation facility (e.g., cloud). This
approach is efficient when the business case requires a trusted
third party (e.g., eBay, Airbnb). While the use of a central
institution can mitigate the trust problem, it does not eradi-
cate the root cause of mistrust. Moreover, the presence of an
intermediary creates new issues of inefficiency, bottlenecks,
information asymmetry, and, most of all, the need for the
entire system to trust the central authority. The possibility
that the central institution might make errors, or even engage
in fraud and forgery, requires the centralized institution to
make ongoing reconciliation with other centralized institu-
tions (e.g., as was the case during the crisis of trust in the
financial sector in 2009). Still, the issues posed by Juvenal
in his Satires “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?” (Who watches
the watchers?) remain.

Distributed Trust Management Systems (DTMS) and Dis-
tributed Reputation Management Systems (DRMS) have
been around almost as long as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks
themselves, with the first system mentioned in literature in
2003 [11]. Reputation systems in P2P networks all have dif-
ferent goals, including choosing reliable resources, ensuring
peers behave honestly, and rating the quality of the content
of a shared file. Reputation systems in P2P networks have
to contend with the known issues of reputation systems in
general, with the additional complexity a P2P network adds.
Additional issues such as how to keep reputation data up
to date, accurate, and distributed to a broad set of peers
which changes dynamically, are faced when deploying such
a reputation system.

If the adaption of a distributed approach solved most of
the centralized-based approach issues, it is not immune to
attacks and potential manipulation. Thus, it is crucial to
reinforce the DTMS/DRMS with solutions able to prevent or
mitigate the short as well as the long term impact of these
attacks. In this regard, the Distributed Ledger Technology
(DLT) is emerging as a promising solution. The most famous

implementation of DLT is Blockchain (BC).
With the growth of technology, several surveys have been

published on DLT to identify its most critical characteristics
and building blocks [12]–[17]. The surveys also addressed
the applications of DLT that span across different fields,
including customer loyalty, cybersecurity, digital rights man-
agement, digital voting and government, Internet of Things
(IoT), gaming, content distribution, platform development,
prediction markets, and Smart Contracts (SCs) [18]–[21].

For instance, in [18], an extensive description of the basics
of BC and SCs is provided, and it gives a good overview
of the application and deployment of BC-based IoT (BIoT)
solutions. The authors in [19] present a holistic approach
to BC for IoT scenarios, including not only the basics on
BC-based IoT applications, but also a thorough analysis of
the most relevant aspects involved in their development,
deployment, and optimization.

In [13], a survey on DLT is conducted, however, the
focus was limited to its technical implementations. Similarly,
in [15], an assessment of the current BC platform against
several meta-characteristics of the mode of operation is pro-
vided, however, the objective in [15] was the analysis of
BC. The authors in [14] provide a generic review of the
architecture and the different mechanisms involved in BC
without focusing on DTMS or DRMS.

Similarly, several surveys on DTMS and DRMS have been
published, such as [22]–[28]. For example, in [22], trust
and reputation systems for online service provisioning have
been reviewed, while in [28], the focus of the survey is
on reputation and trust in multi-agent systems. In [23], the
survey was focused on various functional mechanisms and
methods to manage reputation and recommendations.

A. MOTIVATION AND KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
As can be noted from the discussion above, even if the TMSs
and RMSs seem to be well investigated, at the time of writ-
ing, a survey focused on the adoption of BC in TMS/RMS
implementation is currently missing in the literary landscape.
Therefore, the main contributions of this work are:

1) To survey recent, academic and business, BC-based
TMS/RMS systems and assess and analyze the use of
BC.

2) To define uniform taxonomies for both BC and
TMS/RMS.

3) To identify essential implications among the features of
the two taxonomies through Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA).

4) To highlight significant trends and provide valuable
recommendations for BC adoption in TMS/RMS.

B. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The remaining of this paper is as follows. Section II presents
background information relevant to the survey. Section III
describes the review methodology adopted in this survey,
and Section IV presents the proposed taxonomies for both
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DTMS/DRMS and BC. Section V presents the surveyed aca-
demic papers and business-based applications, and Sections
VI and VII present the literature assessment and analysis.
Sections VIII and IX present a discussion of the findings and
the conclusion respectively.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A. DISTRIBUTED TRUST AND REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
There are several examples of DTMS/DRMS. For instance,
in [29], a pervasive trust management model, based on trust
relations between entities, is proposed. It suggests that trust
can be gained on both direct and indirect basis, and the
overall trust score is calculated on a reference model as the
average of all recommendations, weighted by the trust degree
of the recommender.

Another example is presented in [30], where an integrated
trust and reputation model for open multi-agent systems
is designed to compute the reputation. In that design, the
reputation can be computed based on different sources of
trust information: direct experience, witness information,
role-based rules, and third-party references provided by the
target agents. A bio-inspired trust model for P2P networks
based on ant colonies behavior is presented in [31]. In this
case, a P2P node requesting a service asks the community
and receives a path that leads to the optimal node that offers
the requested service.

In [32] and [33], the authors propose to distribute the trust
using a distributed hash table structure [34], [35]: every peer
holds some part of the information, which allows computing
the reputation of a service provider. They also use witnesses
for each transaction, which guarantees that the reputation
submission will be correctly performed even if one of the
two parties was to abort the protocol.

Other protocols such as [36], [37], [38], [39], and [40] are
truly decentralized, and the feedback is retrieved from the
participants each time a participant wishes to know the repu-
tation of another participant. Therefore, all the nodes should
stay online to contribute to the reputation calculation. This
approach has been used in P2P applications but seems to not
be suitable for many other domains, such as in e-commerce or
IoT. Furthermore, these protocols are rather confidentiality-
preserving than privacy-preserving, in that they do not hide
the list of users who participated in the rating. This way of
partially hiding information leads to multiple issues linked to
the mutability of the set of participating peers. For example,
the contribution of a user to the aggregated reputation might
be revealed if the user goes offline between two reputation-
queries. These distributed approaches, however, are not im-
mune to attacks and potential manipulation.

B. LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT DISTRIBUTED
APPROACHES
DTMS/DRMS are composed of entities, observers, dissem-
inators, and reputation servers. The authors in [41] have

reported that different kinds of attacks can threaten such
systems:

• Bad-mouthing attack consists of lying about the per-
formance of a service provider in order to decrease his
reputation, and it is considered the most straightforward
attack [42]. In [43], the authors describe a possible
defense against such an attack by comparing ratings
of users to the ratings of higher trusted users in the
network. However, they failed to consider the first attack
whereby the peer is selectively malicious [44]. A possi-
ble approach is the usage of tokens wherein a customer
can only submit a review about the performance of a
service provider if he was engaged in a transaction with
this service provider. However, this does not entirely
mitigate the threat. For instance, the customer could
receive an excellent service from the service provider
and then lie about the transaction. In this case, outlier
detection could be applied [32], although the customer’s
un-linkability decreases the performance of this method.
Hence, in [33], customer linkability has been enforced.

• Bad-Collusion attack is another famous attack that is
common in reputation systems. This attack is based on a
group of nodes who collude between each other to lower
a target node’s reputation or to improve their reputation
[45]. One solution against an ongoing colluding attack
is to calculate the reputation score based on the average
of all reputations received from a peer.

• Sybil attack consists of a single user that tries to gain ac-
cess to multiple legal identities for a disproportionately
large influence in a reputation system, while arbitrary
altering the values. Its success depends on the cost to
obtain such an identity [46]. Hence, the risk of a Sybil
attack is reduced when the cost to create new identities
increases. In fact, the most effective countermeasure is
to link the identity to a real-world identity, as described
in [47].

• Re-entry/Whitewashing attack. In this attack, a service
provider can choose to behave maliciously. Once they
have a low reputation that impacts their attack, they
leave that account and generate a new one repeating the
cycle all over again. Surprisingly, this attack is efficient
not only because of the low cost of entry to the network
but also because the system considers a service provider
with zero reputation score as higher than a user with
negative ratings, providing the user with an incentive to
dispose of this account [32]. One way to mitigate this
is to keep this attack costly, which could be done by
persistently binding the identity of a service provider
to, for example, his tax identification number or web-
site, through a specific mechanism (e.g., using a BC).
In this solution, the malicious service provider could
still change the domain name or the tax identification
number, but this would cost money [48].

• Ballot stung is all about increasing one’s reputation.
As the service providers generate the tokens that allow
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feedback-submission on their own, this attack could
only partially be mitigated with the use of coins. This
limits the number of tokens that can be generated by
the service providers. Therefore, if the service provider
makes a ballot-stung attack, he would have fewer tokens
left for tokens related to “real” transactions, and this
would cost him money (as the transactions could not
take place). Of course, the service provider could still
buy tokens with money (if an exchange platform was to
be set up), and use them to perform a ballot-stung attack.
However, this would again cost the service provider
money [49].

The consequence of such attacks may have an additional
non-monetary impact, as it will make the participants more
reluctant to take a chance on another trustworthy individual
[50]. Nowadays, DLT emerges as a promising solution to
prevent or mitigate these attacks.

C. DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY
A DLT is a technology that implements a ledger in which
data is stored across a network of decentralized nodes. The
first building blocks for the DLT were from Christian Cachin
[51], who proposed a method to use Byzantine agreement as
a primitive for implementing atomic broadcast and guaran-
teeing a total ordering of all delivered messages. The main
idea was to create a tamper-proof ledger and to distribute its
control among all participants. Contrarily to the centralized
network structure, there are no fixed center nodes in BC-
based networks. Therefore, no one can change the data
recorded in the ledger unless he has obtained enough capacity
to get control of the system. Hence, DLTs implement a level
of transparency, traceability, and security by design [52].
These properties make them suitable to be a technology
that enhances security, privacy, and trustworthiness in very
diverse contexts such as in IoT [53]–[55], voting system
[56], machine-to-machine environments [57], and persistent
identifier systems [58].

At their core, DLTs are data structures where transactions
can be recorded, and a set of functions to manipulate them.
Although each DLT differentiates itself using different data
models and technologies, all DLTs are based on three well-
known pillars, i) public-key cryptography, ii) distributed P2P
networks, and iii) consensus mechanisms [13].

The challenge of reaching agreement among multiple
members in a network, where there is only limited trust
between them, is well described by the so-called “Byzantine
General’s Problem”, and was first proposed by computer
scientists in 1982 [59]. The difficulty in assessing the trust-
worthiness of the messages exchanged among the generals
led the researchers to conclude that the distributed consensus
cannot be reached in an asynchronous fault-tolerant compu-
tational model with one faulty process [60].

In order to solve such a problem in the Internet, several
consensus techniques have been proposed. The most famous
one is the Proof-of-Work (PoW), which is a randomization
process based on a competition that solves a mathematical

hash puzzle. Because it is merely a process of computational
iteration, finding the solution becomes a matter of effort,
rather than a matter of mathematical ability [61]. The most
widely criticized point of Bitcoin’s PoW consensus protocol
is the significant amount of energy that is consumed in
the mining process. According to Deetman, Bitcoin could
consume as much electricity as Denmark by 2020 [62]. Such
a resource-intensive nature prevents Bitcoin’s style of PoW
consensus from being used in other application areas.

Alternative consensus mechanisms, such as Proof-of-Stake
(PoS), Paxos-based consensus [63], and Byzantine Fault Tol-
erance (BFT)-based consensus [64], have been determined
to be suitable for improving the efficiency of the second-
generation of DLT and cryptocurrency [65]. PoS, in partic-
ular, aligns the incentives of digital currency holders in the
BC with the good operation of the BC. The aims are to
reduce electricity consumption, to improve scalability, and
to reduce the so-called 50% +1 attack (if an attacker gets
the control of 50% +1 of the nodes in the network, then he
will become able to take over the entire system). Validators
under a PoS system will have their funds tied up as a stake
in the network, which means that it is in their interest to
act in the best interest of the network as a whole. There are
various PoS protocols such as Tendermint1 used in Eris and
Casper as the amalgamation of two research projects, which
are currently being undertaken by the Ethereum development
team: Casper the Friendly Finality Gadget and Casper the
Friendly GHOST: Correct-by-Construction.

The BFT-based protocol Practical Byzantine Fault Tol-
erance (PBFT) [66] achieves consensus in an environment
where communication is asynchronous, message delays are
bounded, and the number of Byzantine servers f is at most
f < n/3, where n is the number of servers. BFT-based
BCs offer a much stronger consistency guarantee and a lower
latency, but only for small scale state machine replication
scenarios. That is one of the reasons why it is used in
permissioned BC as Hyperledger2 (pluggable) or Stellar3.
Raft [63] is a protocol that is based on Paxos [67] and im-
plements a deterministic algorithm in asynchronous systems
and tolerates f < n/2 crash recovery failures, where f is
the number of faulty nodes, and n is the total number of
nodes in the network. Raft is considered as efficient as Paxos
with a structure that is more understandable and closer to real
system implementation [68].

Despite these works and others on protocols, studies reveal
the existence of several limitations [69], [70]. In [70], a com-
prehensive survey on Bitcoin technology was presented. The
review of existing Proof-of-X consensus protocols pointed
out the strengths and weaknesses of each consensus scheme,
and concluded that it is still unclear which Proof-of-X ap-
proach is most promising to improve Bitcoin and which one
will survive in practice.

1https://tendermint.com/
2https://www.hyperledger.org/
3https://www.stellar.org/
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Even so, a consensus process may still fail. In this case, the
content hosted on the BC may be subjected to loss of integrity
or loss of consistency [71]. Consensus algorithm failure may
take several forms, some of which are:

• Fork: This situation occurs when a set of nodes converge
towards a different chain than the rest of the network.
Fork sometimes happens naturally in a given BC due to
latency. Most of the time, temporary forks are resolved
within a period of 2 to 3 block times [71]. Even if a
“fork” is considered a feature of BC, to insure integrity
and consistency, the consensus protocol should resolve
any fork rapidly under the penalty of creating a final fork
or network partitioning.

• Lack of consensus: This is a situation where the nodes
are not able to reach an agreement on the current state of
the system hence, the transactions. In this case, the BC
becomes ineffective.

• Domination: This is a situation where an attacker creates
a large number of pseudonymous identities or nodes.
The attacker can then gain a disproportional influence
to confuse the network and manipulate the consensus
towards a given goal.

• Cheating: This is a situation where a node or a set of
nodes willingly maintain a parallel chain. This attack is
used to present to a participant (e.g., a service provider)
a parallel reality that does not exist in the BC.

• Poor performance: Depending on the consensus algo-
rithm, network latency, network instability, malicious
nodes, and the complexity of the SC/chaincode, the
nodes may require more time to process a transaction
and converge towards a single chain.

Moreover, as highlighted in [13], there are several kinds
of DLTs. They are currently implemented with the follow-
ing technologies: BC [72], Tangle [73], Hashgroup, and
Sidechain [13]. Among the implementations of DLT, the
most famous and mature, is BC. It comes out with Satoshi
Nakamoto’s proposal [72] to respond to the crisis of trust
that occurred in the financial sector during 2007 because
of the centralized control system [13]. Today, BC is being
adopted in several diverse domains. However, in this paper,
we focused only on the solutions utilizing BC technology in
DTMS/DRMS.

The main features of BC are:

• Decentralization: In centralized network infrastructures,
data exchanges (i.e., the transactions) are validated and
authorized by trusted central third-party entities. This
incurs costs in terms of centralized server maintenance,
as well as performance. In BC-based infrastructures,
two nodes can engage in transactions with each other
without the need to place trust upon a central entity to
maintain records or perform authorization.

• Immutability: Since all new entries made in the BC
are agreed upon by peers via decentralized consensus,
it is nearly impossible to tamper with the BC, and
it is censorship-resistant. In fact, all previously held

records in the BC are also immutable, and in order to
alter any previous records, an attacker would need to
compromise a majority of the nodes involved in the BC
network. Hence, any changes in the BC contents are
easily detected.

• Auditability: All peers hold a copy of the BC, and thus,
can access all timestamped transaction records. This
transparency allows peers to look up and verify transac-
tions involving specific BC addresses. Because in real
life, BC addresses are not associated with identities,
it provides a manner of pseudo-anonymity. Although
records of a BC address cannot be traced back to the
owner, specific BC addresses can indeed be held ac-
countable and inferences can be made about the trans-
actions made by a specific BC address.

• Fault tolerance: All BC peers contain identical replicas
of the ledger records. Any faults or data leakages that
occur in the BC network can be identified through
decentralized consensus, and later, data leakages can be
mitigated using the replicas that are stored in BC peers.

Block n-1 Block n Block n+1
Header Header Header

Hash01 Hash23

Hash0 Hash1 Hash2 Hash3

Tx0 Tx1 Tx2 Tx3

Prev-Hash Nonce

Merkle Root Timestamp

Prev-Hash Nonce

Merkle Root Timestamp

Prev-Hash Nonce

Merkle Root Timestamp

FIGURE 1. Blockchain schema.

The main building blocks of a BC are:
• Transactions: which are signed pieces of information

first created by the participating nodes in the network
then broadcasted to the rest of the network. Transactions
are encrypted using mathematical algorithms and shall
be verified before being hashed and encoded into a
Merkle tree whose root is the hash of the considering
block [74].

• Blocks: which are collections of transactions that are
appended to the BC after being validated. Each block
contains a timestamp, a unique ID (i.e., the hash of the
Merkle tree), and the ID of the previous block which
acts as a link between them (Fig. 1).

• Distributed ledger: which contains all the created blocks
that make up the network. Valid transactions will first be
appended to the existing chain of blocks, then synchro-
nized, and finally distributed across the network. As a
result, every node in the network has the same copy of
the database.

• Hashing mechanism/Public keys: which connect the dif-
ferent blocks consecutively. By nature, BC is inherently
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resistant to data modification. Once recorded, data in
any given block cannot be altered retroactively as this
would invalidate all hashes in the previous blocks in the
BC [75].

• Consensus mechanism: which is used to decide which
blocks will be added to the BC. In BC, a transaction is
considered valid only if more than 50% of the nodes
in the network reach a consensus about its validity
following the principle of the longest chain wins [72].

D. SMART CONTRACTS
N. Szabo was first to introduce the term smart contract
and defined it as a “computerized transaction protocol that
executes the terms of a contract” [76] with the objective of
“securing relationships on public networks” [77] minimizing
the need for trusted intermediaries, and the occurrence of
malicious or accidental exceptions [18]. A smart contract is a
Turing-complete and deterministic program that includes an
arbitrary executable script and a data model that is saved in
a BC as a Merkle hash tree. Through exposing public func-
tions, a smart contract interacts with users to offer predefined
business logic. Moreover, a smart contract can implement
Read-Modify-Write operations altering data in the BC and
save the result of the processing in the BC itself. A smart
contract can also be executed in a read-only mode (e.g.,
computational contracts).

A smart contract is triggered by addressing a transaction to
it. It has the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Dura-
bility) properties [78] and executes independently and auto-
matically on all or a subset of peer nodes in the BC network.
Examples of BCs that use SCs (or chaincode) to interact with
the users and the ledger are Ethereum, Hyperledger, Cardano,
and EOS. Ethereum is undoubtedly the most well established
one. SCs can be programmed with different programming
languages. For instance, Ethereum uses Solidity [79], while
in other solutions such as Hyperledger, there are more options
(e.g., GO, JavaScript, and Node.js).

It is worth to note that even SCs are affected by vulner-
abilities. In [80], the stealing of $50 million in funds from
the Decentralized Autonomous Organizations - DAO [81] has
been analyzed. The attacks exploited a concurrency-based
vulnerability (latency in updating the amount of an account
after an operation) of a contract since the SC was designed
and implemented as a simple single-threaded program. In
this respect, in [82], a survey of pitfalls and common bugs
in SCs, that are disguised versions of common concurrency
pitfalls, is provided. While in [83], several vulnerabilities
in Ethereum SC design are also analyzed. These studies
raise awareness and call for a general shift in BC from the
enthusiastic early adoption towards a more professional and
engineered approach.

III. REVIEW METHODOLOGY
Systematic reviews and meta-analysis are a central element
of evidence-based analysis. In [84], a review is considered
systematic if it is based on clearly formulated questions, iden-

tifies relevant studies, appraises their quality, and summarizes
the evidence by use of an explicit methodology. The approach
is structured in five steps:

• Step 1: Framing questions for review
• Step 2: Identifying relevant work
• Step 3: Assessing the quality of studies
• Step 4: Summarizing the evidence
• Step 5: Interpreting the findings

A. FRAMING QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW
The problems to be addressed by the review should be
specified in the form of clear, unambiguous, and structured
questions before beginning the review work. To this end, the
following questions have been identified:

• What are the intended achievements/improvements be-
hind the use of BC in DTMS/DRMS implementations?

• What are the data stored in the distributed ledger?
• What are the methods to compute trust?
• What is the cost (if any) for feeding a reputation score

to the ledger?
• What are the consensus methods used in the BC for the

DTMS/DRMS?
• Which machines or nodes in the network are computing

the reputation calculations?
• How frequently are the reputation calculations occur-

ring?

Answering these questions allows better identification of
the BC technological features fulfilling the DTMS/DRMS
functionalities.

B. IDENTIFYING RELEVANT WORK
The study selection criteria should flow directly from the
review questions and be specified a priori. Because the field
of research is very young, but at the same time, the early
adopters are continuously increasing, the following kind of
materials has been considered:

• Journal/conference papers (peer-reviewed)
• Technical reports published in university/lab series
• White papers from current business implementations

(e.g., Initial Coin Offering - ICOs)

C. ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF STUDIES
Study quality assessment is relevant to every step of a review.
Question formulation (Step 1) and study selection criteria
(Step 2) should describe the minimum acceptable level of
design. Selected studies should be subjected to a more refined
quality assessment by the use of general critical appraisal
guides and design-based quality checklists (Step 3). In this
respect, we selected the contribution that presented practical
experiments, while merely speculative articles (e.g., position
papers) or papers with limited discussion on the use of BC
have not been included in the present review. This criterion
made it possible to exclude about 30% of the retrieved works.
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D. SUMMARIZING THE EVIDENCE

These detailed quality assessments, carried out in Step 3,
are used for exploring heterogeneity and forming decisions
regarding the suitability of meta-analysis (Step 4). Also,
they help in assessing the strength of inferences and making
recommendations for future research (Step 5). Data synthe-
sis consists of tabulation of study characteristics, quality,
and effects, as well as the use of statistical methods for
exploring differences between studies and combining their
effects (meta-analysis). In the present work, the analysis of
the literature has been performed using the FCA method [85].
In FCA, a concept is composed of an object and its essential
features. Thus, the concepts arise from the data that is given
by a formal context. The set of all concepts emerged by a
formal context form a mathematical structure named concept
lattice. A formal context is defined as:

K = (O,P, S)

where O is a set of objects, P is the set of properties, and

S ⊆ O × P

is the relation that connects each object o with its property p
[86]. Given a set of objects C ⊆ O, C ′ is called the intent of
C and consists of all the set of attributes that are satisfied by
all the objects in C.

C ′ = {p ∈ P | ∀c ∈ C; (c, p) ∈ S}

Thus, the intent comprises all attributes shared by those
objects. In the same way, given a set of properties D ⊆ P ,
D′ is called the extent of D and consists of all the objects
having all the properties in D.

D′ = {o ∈ O | ∀d ∈ D; (o, d) ∈ S}

Thus, a formal concept of a given context is defined by the
pair (C,D), where D′ = C is called the extent, and C ′ = D
is called the intent. This definition is aligned with the ISO
704, which considers the concept as “[...] a unit of thought
constituted of two parts: its extent and its intent.”.

The use of FCA to analyze literature is an emerging
method that has been proposed in [87], where the literature
has been represented as a concept lattice in which the objects
are the scientific papers and the attributes are the relevant
terms present in the title, keywords, and abstract of the
papers.
In the present work, the resulting concept lattice is formed as:

• O: the paper presenting the use of BC to implement a
solution of DTMS/DRMS,

• P = Pbc∪Pdtms where Pbc are the properties defined by
the BC taxonomy, and Pdtms are the properties defined
by the DTMS/DRMS taxonomy.

E. INTERPRETING THE FINDINGS
The interpretation phase consists of assigning a meaning
to the results of the literature analysis. The primary intent
is to derive the best practices and future trends in order
to provide a useful recommendation to the practitioners. In
particular, several important logical implications between
BC properties and DTMS/DRMS properties, that emerged
from the FCA analysis, have been analyzed and explained.

IV. TAXONOMIES
One of the outcomes of this work is to highlight the es-
sential features of BC that are exploited in DTMS/DRMS
implementations. Thus, to organize knowledge on BC and
DTMS/DRMS, we adopted the taxonomy development ap-
proach proposed in [88], where taxonomy is defined as a set
of dimensions mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
in a way that each object under consideration has one and
only one. The criteria identification has been inspired by
the components and issues identified in [89] for Reputation
Systems in P2P networks.

A. DISTRIBUTED TRUST AND REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS TAXONOMY
In [90], the authors classify DTMS into three categories:

• Credential-based trust management systems: in these
systems, service providers and the provided services are
trusted, but service requesters are not. Service providers
use credentials to evaluate the trustworthiness of service
requesters, and services may be granted or not.

• Reputation-based trust management systems: in these
systems, service providers and provided services are not
trusted, and service requesters select service providers
based on their reputations.

• Social network-based trust management systems: these
systems are based on social networks. Reputation is
computed based on social relationships.

The work in [13] is focused on reputation computation
features identifying some options such as simple summation,
Bayesian systems, discrete trust models, belief models, and
fuzzy models. In [91], a general overview of reputation
systems applied in P2P networks is provided. A taxonomy
for reputation is provided in [92]. The first level of the
taxonomy distinguishes between explicit and implicit repu-
tation systems. For the authors, implicit reputation represents
systems that have not defined a reputation system, although
reputation information exists among its members to assist
in making decisions. An example is the common word of
mouth system. Explicit reputation is something that has
been purposely implemented to facilitate the estimation of
trust between members of an environment. This second one
is implemented through systems defined by the following
14 dimensions: history, context, collection, representation,
aggregation, entities, presence, governance, fabric, interop-
erability, control, evaluation, data filtering, and data aging.
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Some of these dimensions have been considered relevant
in the present work, such as aggregation, interoperability,
control, and data aging, and are included in the proposed
taxonomy.

DTMS/DRMS

A1-Information

A2-Dimention

A3-Computation

A4-Aggregation

A5-Logic

A6-Value control

A7-Data aging

A8-Selection

A9-Interoperability

A10-Control

A11-Actor

FIGURE 2. DTMS/DRMS Taxonomy.

In [23], eleven criteria are provided to cover three topics:
1) the creation and content of a recommendation, 2) the selec-
tion and use of recommenders, and 3) the interpretation and
reasoning applied to the gathered information. In this context,
it is valuable to understand to what extent the characteristics
of DTMS/DRMS have been implemented with a BC.

In this section, we propose a taxonomy of the
DTMS/DRMS properties (Fig. 2). For each property,
we identified mutually exclusive values that represent a
DTMS/DRMS feature. For each property and its related
features, a description is provided.

A1-Information. This property represents the type of in-
formation collected and managed by the DTMS/DRMS.

• A1.1 Transaction + reputation. This value is assigned
to the solutions that integrate both transactions (assets
trade tracking) and the related reputations.

• A1.2 Transaction score only. The feature defines a sys-
tem that manages only the results of the transactions
occurred either online or offline.

• A1.3 X as a transaction (indirect reputation) (vote,
obligation, certificate). This feature identifies solutions
adopted in a context where the transaction is not rep-
resented by an economic-based good or service trade.
In particular, the transaction is represented by a vote
expressed, or a certificate earned. The reputation is then

calculated or derived based on these assets (e.g., the
number of received votes).

• A1.4 Trust/Reputation score only. This feature is related
to a system that manages the reputation scores only.
Eventually, it describes the trust computation results.

A2-Dimension. This property allows discriminating those
systems that are domain-oriented (single dimension) versus
those that are general purpose and can manage multiple
aspects. The concept of trust is always related to a behavior
or a context. A high level of reputation and trust obtained
in a context or through a behavior should not be transferred
to another context. For instance, being a good doctor should
not imply being a good manager. The reputation values of
a person acting as a doctor and as a manager need to be
managed separately.
• A2.1 Complex/Multiple. It refers to the possibility of

managing the trust of multiple actions or conditions.
• A2.2 Single.
A3-Computation. The computation of trust in a BC-

based DTMS/DRMS can be performed in different ways. The
difference may impact the service performance and the value
of the trust at a specific instant.
• A3.1 Complete history calculation (not lossy). It is about

the calculation of the complete agent transaction his-
tory whenever it has been requested. These calculations
would include all variables affecting reputation over
a predefined time, and if this period is too long, the
calculations become very computationally expensive.

• A3.2 Transactional update (not lossy). This approach
implies to keep the reputation value for an agent in
the network continuously up to date. This may include
having every BC transaction carry reputation data or in
case of the SC approach, a data model where the values
are stored and paired with the agent of reference.

• A3.3 Period-based history (lossy). Calculate the rep-
utation only once and for a fixed period. An agent’s
reputation would not change until that period is over.
This method is effective and computationally cheaper
than complete recalculation. At the start of a new period,
the reputation scores would be very accurate. However,
the accuracy towards the end of the period would suffer
since none of the current behavior would be a factor
until the period is complete and reputations are recal-
culated. This approach can be used in combination with
features A7.2 and A7.3.

A4-Aggregation. The work in [92] describes the methods
by which a reputation score is computed. Several methods
exist in the literature designed to support a specific kind of
application properly. In this property, we focus on what we
consider the most common approaches.
• A4.1 Deterministic. A classical deterministic approach

represented by the summation of all of the positive and
negative ratings, as presented in [22].

• A4.2 Probabilistic. This approach may adopt proba-
bilistic techniques (e.g., Bayesian network, Maximum
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Likelihood Estimation) to calculate the reputation value
based on the probability of peers to provide reliable
information [89].

• A4.3 Flow models. Reputation is computed by examin-
ing the flow of transitive trust. [22]

A5-Logic. This property represents the relevant logic be-
hind the computation of the reputation.
• A5.1 Bad transaction (behavior) vs. good transaction

(behavior). The calculation mechanism takes into ac-
count both bad and good transactions in the computa-
tion.

• A5.2 Local trust data vs. reputation gathered from other
peers. The reputation and trust values are calculated,
taking into account both subjective and peers’ perspec-
tive.

• A5.3 Recent transaction vs. old transaction. This prop-
erty includes in the computation the timing of when the
transaction occurred. In this way, it is possible to weight
the transactions differently depending on the moment
they occurred.

• A5.4 Good transaction or bad transaction count. This
calculation mechanism looks at only good or bad trans-
actions. This means that the reputation/trust value is
calculated accumulating a one dimension feedback only.
The value grows based on the number of transactions
and the stability of the behavior (positive or negative).

A6-Value Control. This property defines the actor that
manages trust computation. The value of trust can be collec-
tively accepted or subjective. In the first case, the community
should revise and agree on the calculated value, while for the
latter, the user is the only one entitled to calculate and modify
the trust value that will represent its subjective point of view.
• A6.1 Community. This feature belongs to the systems

that consider the value of trust assigned to an actor
commonly accepted and valid in the entire system.

• A6.2 Client. A system that allows a single actor to
compute its reputation and trust values for the actors
with which it interacts has this feature.

A7-Data aging. This property has been presented in [92].
It is considered a mechanism to calculate the reduction of the
confidence of information as time passes. A decay function
may assign a heavier weight to recent behavior and a lighter
one to transactions far in time. Hence, it is possible to
mitigate attacks on the reputation system in which an entity
with a high level of trust starts to act maliciously since the
level of trust will be rapidly reduced. It is also possible to
neglect, from the trust computation, those transactions that
are beyond a certain threshold in time.
• A7.1 None. No decay function is considered. Thus, we

assume that reputation information is retained indefi-
nitely.

• A7.2 Decay. A decay function is considered
• A7.3 Dead of old/selected. Information is discarded on

a time-based threshold or discarded based on specific
criteria.

A8-Selection. This property describes the method used
in DTMS/DRMS to select a peer or to decide to start a
transaction with a counterpart.
• A8.1 Ranked based. The transaction is triggered based

on the level of reputation/trust of the counterpart com-
pared to the other participants in the network.

• A8.2 Threshold approach. The transaction is triggered if
the reputation/trust value obtained by the counterpart is
above a predefined value.

• A8.3 Probabilistic based. The transaction is triggered
with a probability proportional to the reputation of the
counterpart.

A9-Interoperability. According to [92], the interoperabil-
ity property is related to the scope of the system. Commercial
reputation systems are tightly controlled, and the information
contained within them is not shared with third parties, nor
can it be reused since they are valid only within the system.
This means that good reputations obtained in a system are
not portable to another one. On the contrary, interoperable
systems allow such portability.
• A9.1 Open. Entities may freely access and utilize the

reputation and trust information contained within a sys-
tem, using data standards or application programming
interfaces.

• A9.2 Closed. Reputation information is proprietary and
not usually shared outside the system (e.g., commercial
systems).

A10-Control. According to [92], control describes how
a reputation system motivates and controls entities to act
in a desired manner, and is a fundamental aspect of any
implementation. This dimension is concerned with explicit
rules and incentives/disincentives used within a reputation
system in order to get entities to behave in a desired manner.
• A10.1 Incentives. An entity is motivated or guided using

rewards and punishments to obtain appropriate behav-
iors.

• A10.2 Rules. An entity is forced or limited to act only
within a prescribed manner.

A11-Actor. This property discriminates if the actors in-
volved in the system are humans or machines (e.g., sensors,
robots, computers).
• A11.1 Human. The actors considered in the system are

people. They include organizations, service providers,
and clients.

• A11.2 Machine. Here the actors are devices that interact
with each other like vehicles in a vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET), robots, and sensors in IoT.

B. BLOCKCHAIN TAXONOMY
Currently, several taxonomies on BC aim to be exhaustive
trying to capture and systematize all BC properties, in order
to guide BC-based application implementations, as in [12],
[13], [16], [93], and [94]. According to [16], isolated knowl-
edge of technical and application research causes hypes of
BC application areas and technical BC characteristics. Apart
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from its high-level properties and generic building blocks
presented in Section II-C, BC is a multifaceted technology
that can be implemented in different configurations to better
address the business case under consideration. Thus, different
features may be relevant according to the application. For
instance, a study comparing digital payment providers iden-
tifies permissions to read and write financial transactions as
important technical characteristics to consider when choos-
ing between centralized and decentralized payment platforms
[95]. Similarly, a review on cryptocurrencies investigates
different properties considered relevant for them, such as
consensus mechanisms, levels of anonymity, and data in-
tegrity [96]. The analysis of consensus mechanisms like PoS
or PBFT is dedicated to verifying their capacity to improve
the efficiency of second-generation crypto-currencies [97],
[98], [65]. Other works are specialized on token classification
[99] that is relevant in all the cases involving tokenization of
the transaction.

In this respect, we propose a taxonomy of BC properties
considered relevant to implement BC-based DTMS/DRMS
(Fig. 3).

Blockchain

B1-Openness

B2-Access management

B3-Business logic

B4-Data

B5-Ledger distribution

B6-Fee

B7-Tokenization

B8-Consensus protocol

B9-Type

FIGURE 3. BC Taxonomy.

For each property, we identified mutually exclusive values
that represent a BC feature. For each property and its related
features, a description is provided.

B1-Openness. This property relates to the governance of
the BC implementation.
• B1.1 Public. A public BC is a BC that anyone in the

world can read, send transactions to, expect to see
them included if they are valid, and participate in the
consensus process - the process for determining what

blocks get added to the chain and what the current state
is [100].

• B1.2 Private. This property relates to both fully private
and consortium-based BC. The former is a BC where
write permissions are kept centralized by one organiza-
tion. Read permissions may be public or restricted to
an arbitrary extent. The latter is controlled by a set of
pre-selected nodes, which typically belong to multiple
organizations. The permission settings also control ac-
cess to the BC. A consortium BC can be considered as
partially decentralized [100].

B2-Access management. This property is related to the
read/write rights for the BC participants.
• B2.1 Permissionless. Permissionless BC enables any-

body to take an interest. The exchanges are approved
and handled by votes/agreement. A vote does not rely
upon having an earlier character of any sort inside
the record, and no previous trust is expected between
interested hubs. Examples are Ethereum and Bitcoin.

• B2.2 Permissioned. Permissioned BCs limit access re-
garding who can perform different activities on the BC.
Examples are Ripple and Hyperledger. According to
[101], permissioned BCs are resource-efficient and easy
to maintain and upgrade, as they avoid the need for
resources spent on achieving consensus, by limiting the
number of untrusted entities that can write in the BC.

B3-Business Logic. This property refers to the possibility
of managing the business logic of a DTMS/DRMS within the
BC (e.g., using SCs) or outside of it.
• B3.1 On-chain. At least one node in the BC network ex-

ecutes reputation software (SCs/chaincode) and would
require these nodes to be financially motivated to do so.

• B3.2 Off-chain. Applications implementing the business
logic are running outside the BC. Since this would rely
on an external system, it is faster to deploy, but presents
several security risks. Since these nodes are separate
from the parent BC, it may also complicate the reward
or payment system.

B4-Data. This property is related to how the reputation
and trust values are treated in the BC.
• B4.1 Embedded in the transaction. In Bitcoin, there

exists OP_RETURN, a script opcode used to mark a
transaction output as invalid, which is also used to
store arbitrary data in the BC. The OP_RETURN lets
developers associate up to 80 bytes of arbitrary data with
their transactions by adding an immediately prune-able
zero-valued output instruction. This instruction returns
immediately with an error so that the included data is
not interpreted as a script and cannot be used as an input
for another transaction.

• B4.2 Payload transaction. Custom implementations of
BC may decide to modify the structure of the block in
order to accommodate a specific type of information.

• B4.3 Smart contract variables. Ethereum, as well as Hy-
perledger and others, provide a mechanism to store ar-
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bitrary data using SCs. The data model can be elaborate
or linear and can be defined with JSON-DL notation,
as in Hyperledger. The cost of managing data with the
contract could be diverse, according to the BC business
model. In Ethereum, the cost is based on the number of
SSTORE operations on the contract variable.

B5-Ledger distribution. This property relates to the level
of replication of the ledger in the BC-based DTMS/DRMS.
• B5.1 Full node. All the BC actors should deploy the

entire full node. The full ledger is distributed to all
actors participating in the BC and allowed to interact
with the network. It is worth to notice that, as the BC
grows, the time required to synchronize a new node
increases.

• B5.2 Miner full + actor thin. This approach foresees that
the actor may interact with the BC without the need to
replicate the full ledger.

B6-Fee. The property considers the presence of a fee
mechanism to interact (making transactions) with the BC.
• B6.1 No fee (not defined or optional). This feature is

related to the fact that the system does not explicitly
require the actors to pay for executing transactions.

• B6.2 Present (variable or fixed). The feature refers to
the presence of a fee (variable or fixed) to execute a
transaction. Variable fees can be calculated based on
the number of assets, coins, or data in the SC that is
exchanged in the transaction. While the fixed fee is
related to the occurrence of a cost that is linked to
the transaction itself, and is independent of any other
parameters.

B7-Tokenization. This property is related to the reputa-
tion and trust representation as a token in the BC. Several
standards define the characteristics of tokens, such as:
• Ethereum Request for Comment (ERC)1329: Inalien-

able Reputation Token #1329. Reputation tokens are
emitted and burned by a contract depending on balance
holders’ actions and their consequences (i.e., there is a
proof of the Byzantine behavior of the owner). Reputa-
tion balances can be queried, but not directly changed or
transferred from outside of the contract. The assumption
is that if the reputation may be transferred, it can be sold.
However, if it can be sold, it breaks the whole game
setting and economic incentives, creating different Nash
equilibrium and generally getting worse protection from
malicious actors (lower Byzantine tolerance)4.

• ERC20 specification can improve the interchangeability
of ERC20-based tokens and perform the same operation
on the Distributed App (DApp). ERC20 avoids the
problems of users of the Ethereum community, creating
unique tokens and functions, solving the problems of
destroying SCs, and hacking attacks during token trans-
fers.

• ERC721 is a popular specification other than ERC20.
The most significant difference between ERC721 and

4https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/1329

ERC20 is that ERC721 defines non-interchangeable
tokens, which means that each token has an independent
ID, so the independence of ERC721 can be used in the
transaction of assets and tracking.

Hence property B7 can be divided into two features.
• B7.1 No tokens.
• B7.2 Present. This feature includes both transferable

and non-transferable tokens.
B8-Consensus protocol. In a BC-based system, users

can read or write to the ledger without the control of a
trusted third party. The state of the system is the result of
an agreement of the nodes, called consensus. In addition to
the consensus protocols presented in this section, there are
several other consensus mechanisms like Proof of Elapsed
Time, Proof of Authority [102], Proof of Burn [103], and
Proof of Importance [104]. These are not listed as separate
properties because they have not been used in any BC-based
DTMS/DRMS surveyed work.
• B8.1 Proof-of-Work. The Bitcoin system broadcasts

transactions to all the nodes in the network. Each node
collects the new transactions into a block and then
works on finding a difficult “Proof-of-Work” for its
block, which is called the “mining” process. The mining
process involves scanning for a value when it is hashed
with SHA-256, the result begins with several zero bits.
Since the average scanning work required is exponential
in the number of zero bits required but can be verified by
simply executing a single hash, it is a perfect approach
to presenting PoW. The number of zero bits is used
as a parameter to adjust the difficulty, i.e., the average
time that a block is found, which normally is around
10 minutes. The finality of a given block increases each
time a new block is built (i.e., validated and added to
the BC) on top of a previous block. The finality can be
expressed as f(t) = (1− (A/(1−A))t/b). Where f(t)
is the probability of finality at time t, A is the ratio of
corrupted nodes (in hashing power) [0 : 1], t > 0 is the
time in seconds, and b is the block time. t is discrete and
can only be a multiple of b.

• B8.2 Proof-of-Stake. The proof of stake was created as
an alternative to PoW, to tackle underlying issues like
large energy consumption, or centralization resulting
from industrial scaling. PoS mechanism allocates the
probability for a given participant to be elected as the
leader to update the ledger according to how many
tokens the participants hold. For example, someone
holding 1% of the tokens has a probability of 1% to
validate a block. Early versions of PoS highlighted
that “there is nothing at stake” [105]. Indeed, nothing
prevents a node from voting for multiple chains since
this misconduct would be the optimal strategy from
a self-economic point of view. New PoS consensus
introduces the notion of slashing. To participate in the
consensus, each node must provide a security deposit.
In the event of misconduct, e.g., double chain validation,
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the safety deposit would be slashed [105]. The finality
f is probabilistic. The finality of a given block increases
each time a new block is built (i.e., validated and added
to the BC) on top of a previous block. The finality can
be expressed as f(t) = min(3t/(2nb), 1), where f(t)
is the probability of finality at time t, t is the time in
seconds, n is the number of nodes, and b is the block
time. t is discrete and can only be a multiple of b. The
finality of a given block is fully reached once 2/3 of the
nodes (in stake) have built a new block on top of the
block to be finalized.

• B8.3 Hybrid. This feature includes a combination of
methods such as Proof of Activity that uses two steps;
A first step is based on PoW followed by a Delegated
Proof of Stake (DPoS) step. During the PoW step, all
stakeholder validators compete to find a solution for the
header of the blocks. Once a validator has found the
solution, it is broadcasted to the validators. In the DPoS
phase, stakeholder validators are randomly chosen to
sign the transactions in the block. Another approach is
the Proof of Space (PoSp) [106], a hybrid mechanism
between PoW and PoS. PoSp is similar to PoW, except
that instead of investing in computation, the user allo-
cates memory or disk storage. With PoSp, in a first step,
a verifier sends to the prover a non-trivial piece of data
(e.g., typically 150 GB) that the prover has to keep. Then
the prover sends a piece of data to a verifier to prove
that the given amount of space has been reserved. Later,
the user can engage in the PoSp proofs using minimal
computation. This mechanism rewards nodes according
to the amount of hard drive space they make available to
the network.

• B8.4 Byzantine Fault Tolerant/Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerant) BFT/PBFT [66]. PBFT achieves consensus in
an environment where communication is asynchronous,
message delays are bounded, and at most n/3 of the
servers are Byzantine servers. Other examples like BFT
Zyzzyva [107], FaB Paxos [108], and XFS [109], pro-
vide different trade-offs on the number of Byzantine
nodes which can be tolerated, as well as the efficiency
of the communication.

• B8.5-Not specified. This feature refers to the fact that a
consensus mechanism is not specified or not foreseen
in the system. For instance, in the Hyperledge Fabric,
even if pluggable, the consensus is not natively included
in the system. The architecture implements Kafka-based
ordering services intending only to be fault-tolerant.

B9-Type. This property allows qualifying the kind of BC
adopted in the application.

• B9.1 Custom. Several solutions are based on modi-
fied versions of existing software or entirely new ap-
proaches. Custom versions are justified by the intent of
improving the drawbacks of existing solutions, mainly
on performance.

• B9.2 Bitcoin. This denotes a DTMS/DRMS based on

TABLE 1. Field of application and intended improvement

Paper Field of application Intended improvement

[110] Domain Name System (DNS) No central Certification Authority (CA)

[111] Services

[49], [112] P2P Withstand attacks, and security

[113], [114] e-Commerce Privacy, trustless system, and security

[115] Education Certification

[116], [117], [118] Crowd-sourcing/sensing Privacy and security

[68], [119], [120] IoT/Sensor Network/Edge computing Privacy and security

[121], [122] VANET Legal evidence, privacy, and security

[123] Robotic Information trustworthiness

[101] Autonomous Systems Information trustworthiness

[124], [125] Generic Multiagents Authorization, privacy, and security

Bitcoin technology.
• B9.3 Ethereum. This denotes a DTMS/DRMS based on

Ethereum technology.
• B9.4 Others. In this feature, other emerging solu-

tions such as Multichain, Hyperledge Fabric, and
BigChainDB, are included. Their usage is uncommon
since they are substantially very recent.

V. SURVEYED PAPERS
A. SCIENTIFIC PAPERS
Domains in which DTMS/DRMS have used BC are very
diverse, as shown in Table 1. The table reports the application
fields as well as the intended improvements derived by the
use of BC, as stated in the selected papers. These improve-
ments seem to converge on privacy, security, and information
trustworthiness.

In [110], a BC-based DTMS/DRMS is used to implement
security in the DNS, overcoming the limits of the Domain
Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) protocol that
is highly centralized. The authors proposed a solution based
on Namecoin [126] called Flatcoin, where PoW is used. The
objective is to reduce the number of built-in CA certificates to
the minimum required level defined by the end-user. The pro-
posed Flatcoin wallet key pair is used to generate a dependent
X.509 certificate for webmail (DKIM or S/MIME) and client
authentication. Then each user becomes a Trusted Third
Party (TTP), and the customers will buy the certificate from
the TTP with the highest reputation score. The gross amount
of transaction fees paid serves as a reputation score metric.
In the field of services, a BC-based DTMS/DRMS solution
has been introduced in the consumer-producer environment
[111]. The system adopts the voucher as a transaction linked
to a past payment. The voucher contains an amount of money
(voting fee) equal to a percentage of the payment, and option-
ally, it can contain an additional amount as an incentive. Both
parties must digitally sign it to finalize a transaction.

BC-based DTMS/DRMS has also been introduced in P2P
networks. In [49], the objective is to solve the issue of
quantifying reputation by removing the personal opinion
from the transaction in a P2P network. In the system, a
positive transaction is classified as a transaction in which
the user received the requested file. To reduce malicious
transactions on the network, they propose a PoS approach,
where a user with a low, or no reputation puts as stake a
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small amount of currency (bitcoins). Reputation is saved on
the BC, and the client calculates the reputation score based
on its parameters and only over a short period because of
calculation accuracy [127]. Another work focusing on re-
source sharing in P2P networks is presented in [112], where a
multi-level reputation system for a Cluster Of Non-Dedicated
Interoperating Kernels (Clondike) [128] is proposed. The
architecture allows users to contribute with the computing
power of their machines and, in turn, consume the power of
the other machines for their computations [129]. In order to
regulate a fair usage of resources among all nodes of an inter-
organization cluster, a multi-level reputation scoring system
based on rewards (Kudos), is defined. BC is used for logging
node activities, allowing any single node to calculate the
reputation of a given node to identify and eliminate nodes
that tend to overuse resources of the whole cluster and do
not contribute by their computation resources or contribute
by false results.

Other examples of BC-based DTMS/DRMS are proposed
in the e-commerce domain [113], [114]. In [114], the authors
propose a solution to lower the overhead for the processing
of transactions. The customer retrieves the Service Provider
(SP) reputation to decide whether to engage in a transaction.
Once the transaction is completed, the customer receives a
token from the SP based on the amount available on its
account (to prevent ballot-stung attacks). Then, the customer
broadcasts a message containing the address of the SP, the
token, and the rating of the transaction. The message also
contains (optionally) a written review, a signature on this
information, as well as a pointer to the last review concerning
the same service provider. The pointer enables any partic-
ipant to compute the reputation much faster since it does
not need to retrieve the entire reputation history. In [113],
instead, the aim is to analyze the underlying transaction
network structure and build a history of transaction outcomes
to eliminate the need for third parties. In the system, users
cannot directly rate or influence the score of others. The
reputation system is composed of a series of SCs executed
by developers who are running Bitcoin nodes. In order to
run these programs, the developer must also have another
BC like Counterparty or Ethereum installed on their Bitcoin
node. Each user runs his proprietary reputation algorithm to
calculate its subjective score and decide whether to engage
in the transaction. If the transaction occurs, the user runs the
transaction contract to store the outcome, his numerical rating
for the relative “success” of the transaction, in the Ethereum
or Counterparty BCs.

In [115], a BC-based DTMS/DRMS is implemented in
the educational field to store records of achievement and
credit, such as degree certificates. The authors propose a
permanent distributed record of intellectual effort and the
associated reputation based on BC, to democratize edu-
cational reputation beyond the academic community. Each
participating organization and intellectual worker receives an
initial amount of educational reputation currency (Kudos),
based on some existing metrics (e.g., h-index for academics).

An institution allocates some of its Kudos to staff whose
reputation it wishes to promote. Then, any participant can
make a reputation-based transaction. The amount of Kudos
represents the value of the work or idea.

During the literature analysis, we have identified three
works [116]–[118] in the crowdsourcing field. In particular,
in [116], the authors analyze three essential aspects of crowd-
sourcing/sensing: user participation, data sensing quality,
and user anonymity. They introduce PaySense, a general
framework that promote user participation and provides a
mechanism to validate the quality of collected data based
on the users’ reputation. The approach is to adopt bitcoins
as a reputation annotation system, unifying the concepts of
reward and reputation in a unique value. In this respect, the
balance in a specific Bitcoin address represents both the total
awarded bitcoins for the sensing tasks reported with such
Bitcoin address and the reputation obtained for the tasks.
Another application where a crowd of workers can solve a
requester’s task without relying on any third trusted institu-
tion is proposed in [118]. Users should first register before
starting the crowdsourcing, and a default reputation value is
assigned. The value is changed upon the worker’s behavior.
In order to get satisfactory results, the requester only allows
qualified workers who reach a minimum reputation value to
receive the task. In [117], a Proof-of-Trust (PoT) consensus
protocol, for enhancing accountability in crowdsourcing ser-
vices, is provided. The authors present a novel approach that
separates the transaction validation and block recording in
two different groups. The goal is to achieve a better trade-off
between centralization/decentralization and security/fairness.
The work proposes a hybrid BC solution that utilizes a
permissioned BC as the underlying deployment architecture,
while the transaction validation of the consensus protocol
is performed through an open, public network environment,
which exhibits the fairness and impartiality properties of a
public BC.

BC-based DTMS/DRMS have also been used in
IoT/sensors networks to guarantee security and consistency,
as presented in [68], [119], [120]. Specifically, in [119], BC is
used as generic storage to manage trust and authentication for
decentralized sensor networks. The approach implements a
properly sized payload for storing essential security and trust
information in a Bitcoin-based BC. The payload contained
in the BC is used as an indication of a node’s behavior over
time. Reputation and trust are derived by the event analysis
saved in the BC. The lack of trust between devices in IoT,
where there is no common root of trust, is addressed in [120].
The objective is to allow anyone to consume services by
providing a public obligation for fulfilling the terms of use
as specified by the SP. The authors have leveraged the trust
that users already have with their mobile operators to provide
a complete path of trust between any customer and the SP. In
this regard, BC is used to create an obligation chain, which
is a new platform for a distributed credit-like system. This
credit system has a built-in reputation mechanism that allows
peers to decide whether or not to accept obligations based on
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the credit history of a consumer.
In vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) environments,

the works in [121] and [122] have addressed the high vari-
ability in the topology that makes the timely evaluation of
the trustworthiness of the received messages challenging.
Here a BC-based DTMS/DRMS has been used by vehicles
to calculate the credibility of each message about an event
received from other vehicles. Then all the messages received
are aggregated based on the event they refer to, to decide if
the event occurred or not. Once the in-vehicle assessment is
performed, a vehicle receives a reputation score based on its
behavior.

The issue of reliability in knowledge and information
sharing is also tangible in the swarm robotics field, where
Byzantine robots may affect the quality of the generated
knowledge. A BC-based DRMS is proposed in [123] to detect
robots performing arbitrarily faulty or malicious behavior.
Each robot represents a node in an Ethereum private network.
If the distance between any two robots is smaller than 50 cm,
the robots can exchange their BC information (blocks and
transactions). The absolute difference between the value sent
by the robot and the mean of all sent values of all robots is
calculated and stored. This difference is then used to update
the robot’s reputation value.

In the context of Autonomous Systems, an example of per-
missioned BC-based DTMS/DRMS to support the selection
of an SP among possible providers is proposed in [101]. The
approach is to characterize the quality of an SP based on the
conformance of its network performance with Service Level
Agreement (SLA)s of interconnection agreements. This is
verified by SCs to compute an SLA score for each Au-
tonomous System (AS) and to identify false testimony about
forwarding performance.

A permissioned BC-based DTMS/DRMS is also used in
[124] to manage trust and reputation in a distributed multi-
agent system employed in safety- and information-critical
domains. To attain a trusted environment, the authors propose
a system that allows the agents to interact with each other and
enables tracking how their reputation changes after every in-
teraction. Agents’ reputations are computed transparently us-
ing SCs. The BC stores reputation values, as well as services
and their evaluations, to ensure trustworthy interactions be-
tween the agents. Finally, in [125], a BC-based authorization
and access control is presented. The authors propose a hybrid
design for scalable and secure trust management on a global
scale so that access delegations and trust assessments could
be exchanged through a BC. The global layer represents the
backbone of the system. It consists of miners maintaining a
public BC, and it can be instantiated upon existing BC (e.g.,
Ethereum). Miners are incentivized to invest computational
power with fees paid for each operation on the BC. The
decision on whether or not to request or delegate access
to the resources is based on experience-derived reputation.
Therefore, the authors propose incorporating ratings by the
interacting parties, as part of the access delegation process
that is achieved through the BC.

B. BUSINESS INITIATIVES
Several websites are presenting new ICOs and startups,
claiming that they are going to deliver BC-based reputation
systems. Unfortunately, most of them are just a sort of
declaration of intent with few or no business or technical
details attached. In this section, we focus only on those whose
technical documentation has been recovered, basically from
white papers.

MONETA [130] is presented as a decentralized reputation
system with the aim of allowing both parties of a transaction
to avoid and solve problems such as charge-backs, damaged
goods, and scams — all of which can lead to lengthy and
expensive resolution processes. The trust rate of the merchant
and reviews made by other clients in a merchant’s website
are visible to allow a client to decide if he/she wants to buy
from this merchant or not. The payment is managed with
Ethereum-based currency, and all the details of the purchase
are saved on the BC. A built-in algorithm analyzes the quality
of each transaction, assigns, and adjusts each party’s trust
rating according to the taken actions. The history is then
recorded onto the immutable Ethereum BC.

The solution proposed by REPU.IO [131] aims at com-
pletely replacing the system of “likes” with the rating - both
for users and for companies. The rating, subsequently, can be
used as an assessment tool in various areas of the individual’s
life - starting with professional skills, financial stability, and
ending with all possible aspects of behavior and interaction
with the public.

UTEMIS [132] is a Latin American project whose mission
is to find new clients and suppliers and evaluate them by
their reputation. Every time that a transaction is concluded
in the UTEMIS platform, both buyers and sellers must rate
the experience. UTEMIS uses Ethereum BC to store both
economic and reputational transaction results.

DREP Chain [133] proposes a new scale-out architecture
with a mutually independent governance mechanism for the
two-layer structure that quantifies, monetizes, and aggregates
the reputation value of users across different platforms (e.g.,
e-commerce, gaming, social networks). The reputation pro-
tocol is designed to serve the reputation-based assets and
currencies running both inside the platform ecosystem and
across platforms. Reputation quantification is mainly based
on the behaviors of all participants on the Internet, including
publishing content, commenting, rating, voting, sharing, and
trading. By introducing an economic incentive mechanism
centered on the DREP token, all participants are encouraged
to value and maintain their reputation.

DREAM is presented in [134] as an “Identity and Repu-
tation” system management, whose goals are to manage the
authenticity of freelancers’ identities and support reputation
interoperability. DREAM tackles these challenges by remain-
ing BC agnostic and creating a solution where participants
can easily carry their reputations from DREAM to other
platforms. The nature of the DREAM tokens is twofold:
there are utility tokens that can be used to buy premium
services and hire talent, and there are also reward tokens
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that encourage community members to use and to grow the
platform.

In Atonomi [135], what is tokenized is the identity and
reputation of devices, leveraging Ethereum. Key participants
such as device manufacturers, distributors, device owners,
and auditors, receive Atonomi tokens for participating in
the Atonomi trust environment. A smart contract issues to-
kens to auditors and manufacturers of the reporting devices,
according to the parameters set by the manufacturers. The
token is the measure of the trustworthiness in the Atonomi
environment.

Enigma [136] aims at building a privacy layer for the
decentralized web. Staking is used to discourage malicious
behavior by having individuals running nodes stake a value
that they lose when they act harmfully (either intentionally,
or unintentionally). Staking history can be a valuable source
of on-chain reputation. Enigma aims at bringing together
operational reputation from different sources exploring rep-
utational building blocks around payment reliability, perfor-
mance reliability, and other types of transaction histories.

Finally, Bitconch chain [137] proposes an innovative Proof
of Reputation consensus algorithm, which offers a new so-
lution that leverages BC technology to maintain both high
throughput and decentralization.

VI. LITERATURE ASSESSMENT
According to Step 3 of the methodology (Section III), the
literature is analyzed, and the features related to BC and
DTMS/DRMS of each selected article have been reported in
the lattices forming the formal context (Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5).
We applied some fundamental statistical analysis to identify
significant characteristics and trends.

A. TRENDS ANALYSIS
According to the feature analysis, several properties show a
temporal-based trend that is important to forecast the future
next steps of the BC adoption in DTMS/DRMS. The most
evident one is related to the growing interest in the use of BC
technology in DTMS/DRMS (Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4. Publication trend (in number of papers).

The second relevant trend is related to the progressive in-
crease in using the on-chain Business Logic approach (B3.1)
exploiting BCs with smart contracts like Ethereum (Fig. 5).

This trend is very similar to what is exhibited by B1 and
B2 properties, where there is a general shift from public
and permissionless towards private and permissioned BC.

FIGURE 5. Smart contract usage trend.

Properties like B5.1, B7.1, and B8.1 do not seem to be
affected by these changes and exhibit stronger stability. This
is particularly highlighted with the FCA analysis. By ap-
plying the FCA-based transformation, the formal context is
represented as a lattice where each node represents a concept
according to the provided definition. In order to identify the
most invariant properties, we defined 50% as a threshold for
the size of the support s of a single property to be considered
invariant in the analysis.

The result of the analysis is depicted in Fig. 6. Objects are
represented in the lower part of the figure, while properties
with a percentage of objects aggregated and filtered accord-
ing to s are represented in the upper part.

FIGURE 6. FCA analysis results.

From the FCA analysis, the following properties emerged
as more stable or invariant (Fig. 7).

1) B1.1 - Openness - public
According to the results of the analysis, the majority of BC-
based DTMS/DRMS adopted a public BC like Bitcoin. In
particular, in [110], the authors presented Flatcoin (based
on Namecoin), the first fork of the Bitcoin, and still, one
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TABLE 2. Scientific papers - Blockchain feature assessment

Scientific papers
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9
B1.1 B1.2 B2.1 B2.2 B3.1 B3.2 B4.1 B4.2 B4.3 B5.1 B5.2 B6.1 B6.2 B7.1 B7.2 B8.1 B8.2 B8.3 B8.4 B8.5 B9.1 B9.2 B9.3 B9.4

[110] 2013 * * * * * * * * *

[111] 2015 * * * * * * * *

[49] 2015 * * * * * * * * *

[114] 2016 * * * * * * * * *

[115] 2016 * * * * * * * * *

[116] 2016 * * * * * * * * *

[119] 2017 * * * * * * * * *

[112] 2017 * * * * * * * * *

[121] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[113] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[123] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[101] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[120] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[117] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[124] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[125] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[122] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[118] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[68] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

TABLE 3. Scientific papers - DTMS/DRMS feature assessment

Scientific papers
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11
A1.1 A1.2 A1.3 A1.4 A2.1 A2.2 A3.1 A3.2 A3.3 A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A5.1 A5.2 A5.3 A5.4 A6.1 A6.2 A7.1 A7.2 A7.3 A8.1 A8.2 A8.3 A9.1 A9.2 A10.1 A10.2 A11.1 A11.2

[110] 2013 * * * * * * * * * * *

[111] 2015 * * * * * * * * * * *

[49] 2015 * * * * * * * * * * *

[114] 2016 * * * * * * * * * * *

[115] 2016 * * * * * * * * * * *

[116] 2016 * * * * * * * * * * *

[119] 2017 * * * * * * * * * * *

[112] 2017 * * * * * * * * * * *

[121] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[113] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[123] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[101] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[120] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[117] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[124] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[125] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[122] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[118] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[68] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

TABLE 4. Business initiatives - Blockchain feature assessment

Business applications
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9
B1.1 B1.2 B2.1 B2.2 B3.1 B3.2 B4.1 B4.2 B4.3 B5.1 B5.2 B6.1 B6.2 B7.1 B7.2 B8.1 B8.2 B8.3 B8.4 B8.5 B9.1 B9.2 B9.3 B9.4

[130] 2017 * * * * * * * * *

[131] 2017 * * * * * * * * *

[137] 2017 * * * * * * * * *

[132] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[135] 2018 * * * * * * * *

[133] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

[136] 2018 * * * * * * * * *

TABLE 5. Business initiatives - DTMS/DRMS feature assessment

Scientific papers
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11
A1.1 A1.2 A1.3 A1.4 A2.1 A2.2 A3.1 A3.2 A3.3 A4.1 A4.2 A4.3 A5.1 A5.2 A5.3 A5.4 A6.1 A6.2 A7.1 A7.2 A7.3 A8.1 A8.2 A8.3 A9.1 A9.2 A10.1 A10.2 A11.1 A11.2

[130] 2017 * * * * * * * * * * *

[131] 2017 * * * * * * * * * * *

[137] 2017 * * * * * * * * * * *

[132] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[135] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[133] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *

[136] 2018 * * * * * * * * * * *
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DTMS/DRMS
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A8.1-Selection: 
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B8.1-Consensus 
protocol: PoW

FIGURE 7. The most stable properties.

of the most innovative “altcoins." The system reveals the
transaction information and guarantees the integrity of the
transaction database that is managed in a P2P manner. In
[49], the authors introduce a custom BC with a PoS approach.
Furthermore, they exploit the merge mining technique with
the Bitcoin network to address the cold-start problem. The
DTMS solution proposed in [114] for the e-commerce do-
main is based on a trustless scenario and assumes the pres-
ence of Turing-complete scripting language. The authors
proposed the use of the public Ethereum, defining a robust
protocol able to cope with attacks such as bad-mouthing and
ballot-stuffing. In [115], BC is seen as a publicly-accessible
distributed digital record where an educational organization
can store records of achievements and credits such as degree
certificates. The use of public BC like Bitcoin to support the
DTMS/DRMS mechanism has also been proposed in [111],
[113], and [116]. In [119], the authors proposed to use BC
as a general decentralized, secured data storage structure
exploiting a public BC, even if only authenticated nodes can
mine new blocks, and only if they have not issued a payload
to be included in the block.

In [120], the obligation chain, a decentralized reputational
model for IoT based on credit, is proposed. In the obligation
chain, IoT devices can perform a transaction using credit, and
their ability to pay back their credit adds to their reputation
[53]. Thus, all transactions publicly recorded are part of a
distributed reputation platform.

In [125], trust management is used for access delegation
in IoT, implementing a global distributed ledger. While,
in [118], a public BC-based decentralized framework for
crowdsourcing, named CrowdBC, is proposed. CrowdBC
guarantees privacy by allowing users to register without a real
identity.

2) B5.1 Ledger distribution - full node
This feature identifies those solutions that require for the par-
ticipants to implement a full node such as [101], [120], [123],
and [124]. In [111], each actor in the network (producer and
consumer) runs a full node, as in a Bitcoin network. Also, in
[116] and [113], the Bitcoin network is used as a reputation

system. Each participant should have a copy of the entire
ledger. In [49], the node has a full ledger. However, the ledger
does not store all the information. It used the “friend peer
reputation” model, saving the history of the interaction at
the local level. Although not clearly stated, in [114], each
participant should have a full node implementation by the
fact that they are oriented to implement their solution with
Ethereum. In [119], the management of a full ledger is also
required, but it is managed by authorized participants entitled
to mine new blocks.

In [112], the BigChainDB technology [138] is used.
BigChainDB is a distributed database with some BC fea-
tures like immutability and owner-controlled assets. In
BigChainDB, all the nodes have a copy of the ledger and
integrate Tendermint for inter-node networking. The works
that address the VANET topic like [121] and [122] assign to
the road side units (RSUs) in a VANET the role of hosting
a full copy of the ledger, and in turn, to perform a PoW for
mining the block. In [118], in order to reduce the size of the
ledger, the DTMS/DRMS divides the application into three
layers: the application layer, the BC layer, and the storage
layer. The application and BC layers lie in the logic plane
and the storage layer lies in the data plane. Thus, users do
not need to trust the data saved in the data layer, and they can
verify the integrity and authenticity of data in the logic layer.

3) B6.1- Fee - no fee
Most of the analyzed papers do not discuss the fee property.
It is worth to notice that none of these papers has clearly
stated that their proposed solution avoids a fee mechanism.
This evaluation has been done indirectly because a fee mech-
anism is not mentioned/addressed or because the underlying
technology (e.g., Fabric) usually does not include a fee for
the transaction.

In [122], the authors use a Bitcoin-like BC that includes a
fee mechanism in the system, and in [121], a combination of
PoW and PoS may suggest that a sort of payment should be
defined. The works presented in [68], [101], [117], [120], and
[124] do not address the fee property. In general, even if a fee
system is not explicitly excluded, at the scientific level, its
implementation or definition does not seem to deserve atten-
tion. On the other hand, in the business-related applications,
the scenario is the opposite, where all the analyzed solutions
consider the fee system as a core part of the value proposition.

4) B7.1 - Tokenization - no tokens
The majority of the analyzed solutions avoid using tokens
in DTMS/DRMS. In [113], the reputation in a transaction
network, such as Bitcoin, is calculated using net flow rate
convergence, so that it is not necessary to have reputation
tokenization. Similarly, in [68], [101], [117], [119], [120],
[122]–[124], and [125], the adopted solutions do not include
the use of tokens, although the fields of application are very
diverse. In [118], despite the fact that Ethereum is used and
that ERC20 is natively available, the reputation mechanism
is not tokenized.
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5) B8.1 Consensus protocol - PoW
Although several alternatives are under development and
testing (e.g., PoS), the general preference remains for the
PoW approach. In particular, in [110], the authors propose
to use PoW to timestamp a decentralized P2P database of
events for the DNS. Similarly, in [111], the system is based
on Bitcoin, and hence, the consensus protocol is intrinsically
the PoW. The Bitcoin network is also directly used in [116],
while customization of the Bitcoin infrastructure is adopted
in [119]. PoW is also part of the solutions provided in [118],
[120], [123], and [125], where the aspects of scalability and
performance are not considered.

6) A1.1 - Information - transaction + reputation
This property highlights the tendency of having in the
DTMS/DRMS both transactions and the reputations of the
agents. This approach makes the system trustworthy and
consistent, reducing the points of failure and vulnerability.
Decoupling transaction and reputation management requires
an extra effort in terms of system integration, security, and
validity check.

In [111], both money transactions and vouchers are man-
aged at the same time. The consumer requests a service
and performs the payment, and if satisfied, the user decides
whether or not to accept the incentive in the voucher, leaving
positive feedback. In [49], the authors propose to manage
reputation about the transactions that occurred within the
BC, calculating both objective and subjective reputations
from peers. Similarly, in [114], the BC stores not only the
transaction, but also, the associated rating (including a review
about it), the identifier of the SP, the token used for the
review, and the token’s signature. In the solution presented
in [115], the BC registers scholarly productions and supports
Kudos transfer from a participant to one or more of such
registrations. Other people might then transfer some of their
reputational credit to the author, to boost the reputation of
that person’s artifact or idea. Since in [116], bitcoins repre-
sent both reward and reputation, the authors designed a sys-
tem where, before sending sensed data to the server, crowd
sensors must first obtain a Bitcoin address certificate from
the Address Certification Authority (ACA). The address will
enable them to receive rewards and reputation updates in the
form of Bitcoin payments for the sensing tasks they perform.
In [119] instead, six payloads corresponding to the events
managed by the system: Miner approval, Credentials, Renew,
Blame, Ban, and Revoke have been defined for the BC. For
each payload type, the system defines events and associated
reputation factors. In [101], BC is used to store network
measurements (considered as a transaction) to verify whether
the forwarding performance of an AS is in conformance with
SLAs of interconnection agreements. Smart contracts com-
pute an SLA score for each AS and identify if any of them
has provided false testimony about forwarding performance.
In the solution presented in [124], the information stored in
the BC is complex and includes a) the information about the
service(s) provided by the agents, b) the information about

the interactions that took place in the community, and c)
the detailed evaluation from both service’s demander and
executor. Since the solution is based on Hyperledge, which
natively uses levelDB, the data are modeled as a database
and then implemented in the chaincode. Finally, in [118], the
authors managed the DTMS/DRMS information using SCs.
They identified three types of SCs: user register contract,
user summary contract, and requester-worker relationship
contract. Each of them has its own data model. Information is
divided into basic and detailed. The basic information which
contains the name, address, and type is saved in the global
user register contract. The detailed information, including the
user’s profile, expertise, reputation, and task list, is saved in
the user summary contract. When the task terminates, the
value of reputation and expertise are automatically updated.

7) A2.2 - Dimension - single
The DTMS/DRMS that implement BC tend to focus on a
single aspect among all possible behavior on which an agent
is deemed reliable. Thus, it is not possible to calculate trust
in one aspect deriving the value from another aspect.

In [111], the feedback a consumer can provide refers only
to the single service purchased from a service provider. A
consumer that signs the voucher together with the producer
validate the execution of the contract. In [110], what is eval-
uated is the reputation of TTPs based on their economic per-
formance. In [49], the authors managed more than one vari-
able contributing to reputation in a P2P reputation system.
However, according to the authors, these variables cannot be
classified as new dimensions but as a further qualification of a
single dimension (behavior). In [114], reputation is evaluated
based on the service provided in the marketplace. In [116],
the reputation value quantified in bitcoins is assigned to the
quality of the information provided by a sensor to the Data
Collection Server. In [121], the value expresses the reputation
of a vehicle in broadcasting reliable messages in a VANET as
in [113] where reputation expresses the reliability of the actor
performing the transaction.

Similarly, in [101], the reputation system for the Au-
tonomous System is devoted to avoiding the selection of a
provider that fails to guarantee the agreed SLA without any
other derivable implication. The solution developed in [124]
treats a single dimension reputation calculating the overall
rating for the agent as well as a task-dependent reputation
value. In [122], the reputation expresses only the level of
trustworthiness of a vehicle in broadcasting reliable messages
in the VANET. Other works like [68], [117], [120], [123], and
[125] are using the same approach.

8) A4.1 - Aggregation - deterministic
The methods to calculate reputation in [68], [118], and [120]
do not take into account probability or similar methods for
calculation. In [110], the reputation is calculated by com-
puting the amount of transaction fees put on the certificate-
signing transactions. Thus, the gross income is used as a
trustworthiness indicator. The reputation score is based only
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on the positive feedback, the trust diminishes automatically
when the gross income flow fades out, and thus, the negative
feedback is not needed. Since in [116], the concepts of
reputation and reward are represented by bitcoins, the amount
of currency in the account represents the sensor’s level of
trust. This is similar to the solution proposed in [115], where
tokens (Kudos) are used as a method to quantify and transfer
reputation. The amount of trust is calculated by counting
the number of Kudos associated with a participant or an
intellectual product registered in the BC. The Bitcoin-based
computation of the reputation and trust is also adopted in
[116]. The counting aggregation method is also used in [49]
and [111], where for instance, the total reputation is equal to
the sum of voting fees. In order to compute the reputation
in the system proposed in [114], a customer only needs to
access the last block containing a review about the SP, whose
reputation it seeks. It is then sufficient to follow the pointers
in order to retrieve all the reviews about this SP. For each
review, the prospective customer can choose any aggregation
functions such as mean or median. In the work presented in
[112], each node could have its specific reputation calculation
strategy. However, they should be based on Kudos. In order to
take into consideration multiple types of behavior, the authors
introduce multi-level scoring with different Kudos values.
The calculation of reputation in [121] is a bit sophisticated
and is divided into two phases. In the first phase, each
vehicle receives a message from other vehicles in the VANET
and calculates the aggregate credibility of an event using a
Bayesian Inference. The ratings are periodically uploaded to
the RSU hosting the BC. In the second phase, the RSU alge-
braically calculates the trust value offset (if it gets different
ratings) about a specific message and performs a PoW among
the other RSU to mine the block.

The computational method to estimate the reputation in
[113] is based on the net flow convergence method. The in-
puts are the transaction data for the P2P network, and the out-
puts are the rates of convergence of each node. The method
to calculate reputation in [101] is defined by a pre-agreed
and publicly known scoring function. The system developed
in [124] provides two values: a) an overall reputation value
rating the average agent’s reputation; b) a task-specific value
of a given service and role (demander/ executor). Finally, in
[122], the reward (or punishment) for a vehicle is calculated
considering the level of alert of the broadcasted messages,
the density of the vehicles, and the sequence of the senders.
These factors are algebraically combined with a reward or
penalty coefficient to obtain the final score.

9) A6.1 Value control - community
The value of reputation and trust can be defined subjectively
and used as it is by the agent, or it can be negotiated and
mitigated among the other agents in the network, in order
to reach a consensus on an objective value. The majority
of the approaches implement a community-based control
on the reputation value as defined in [118], [119], [123],
[124], and [125]. In particular, in [110], the reputation value

is derived by the income accumulated by TTPs and their
transaction history that is saved on the BC. Because it is
Bitcoin-based, the reputation score in [111] is controlled
by the community since all the participants host a replica
of the ledger. Similarly, in [114], all the ratings and the
transactions generated by the participants are saved in the
BC. This allows a community-based control on the provided
rating. The community also manages the reputation and trust
value in [115], since the final score is based on the aggre-
gation of the public votes (Kudos) assigned by the network
participants, instead of a subjective evaluation of a single
user. This is similar to what is proposed in [116], where the
amount of bitcoins of a participant represents its reputation.
This value is visible and accepted by all the participants in
the system. Both subjective and objective perspectives of
reputation are considered in [113]. The system can store
privately calculated reputations for counter-parties, or can
make the result of the reputation calculation publicly avail-
able on the Ethereum or Counterparty BC using the net flow
convergence algorithm. In [101], the algorithm to calculate
the score should be publicly known and agreed upon among
the participants. Moreover, the results are written in the BC.
However, to preserve the privacy of the participants and
allow other parties to verify any results, the authors adopted
the order-preserving encryption [139]. Finally, the solution
proposed in [122] uses two BCs managed by all RSUs com-
posing the VANET, to prevent vehicles from broadcasting
forged messages while simultaneously protecting the privacy
of each vehicle against tracking attacks. Similarly, in [121],
the reputation is calculated by RSUs and saved in the BC,
allowing a community-based control.

10) A7.1 - Data aging - none
Managing data aging in a DTMS/DRMS is quite complex
and includes the definition of thresholds for the time window
of value validity and a degradation function. However, even
if there are valid reasons to implement such a mechanism, the
majority of the surveyed works decided not to adopt it. In the
works presented in [101], [111], [113], [117], [118], [120]–
[124], and [125], no aging mechanism is considered. This
means that the dynamics of the reputation depend exclusively
on the agent’s behavior. Thus, past transactions weight as
much as the recent ones in the reputation calculation. In
[114], the problem of data aging has been mentioned only in
terms of system scalability. They argue that one can choose to
ignore ratings that are older than a given age. Since the rep-
utation calculation method in the proposed solution requires
traversing the BC following the review thread associated with
an SP, a customer could download fewer blocks. Although all
the records are timestamped to provide a trusted and timed
record of the added data, in [115], the data aging technique is
not defined. Thus, the tokens used to quantify the reputation
do not have an associated expiration date similar to the Kudos
in [112] that remains valid permanently. Finally, the work
in [116] does not clearly define a mechanism to manage
transaction and reputation aging. However, it uses an ACA.
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TABLE 6. Implications analysis B =⇒ A

n Property B Support B =⇒ A Conf. Property A Support

1 B7.1 13 85% A2.2 11
2 B8.1 11 91% A6.1 10
3 B8.1 11 82% A7.1 19
4 B6.2 11 82% A4.1 9
5 B1.1 11 82% A6.1 9

The ACA has two goals: ensuring that participants (crowds
sensors) do not use more than one Bitcoin address at a given
time and that Bitcoin addresses are renewed periodically
given the expiration date of the certificate, which effectively
limits the validity of the Bitcoin address itself. Although
Bitcoin addresses do not expire, the authors apply the concept
of expiration to the certificate issued by the ACA. When a
certificate address expires, such an address cannot be used in
the reputation system, but it is still a valid and usable standard
Bitcoin address.

11) A8.1 - Selection - ranked based
Supporting the decision of an agent to enter into a transaction
with another agent is the core business of a DTMS/DRMS.
Thus, the method adopted for partner selection is crucial.
The majority of the analyzed works have implemented a
ranked based approach. This means that the agent will start a
transaction only with partners that occupy the higher level in
the ranking, as implemented in [116], [120], and [123].

B. IMPLICATIONS ANALYSIS
Another interesting analysis is performed in order to
identify what are the BC features that can satisfy the
DTMS/DRMS requirements. The implication between two
attributes B1 =⇒ B2 holds if any object that satisfies
all the elements of B1 also satisfies all elements of B2.
From the Duquenne-Guigues-Basis [86] for implications,
one can derive all implications valid in a formal context using
the Armstrong rules [140]. We analyzed and reported here
only the implications that have support s above 50% and
confidence c above 70%. The resulting 67 implications have
been filtered in order to select only those that satisfied the
following implication: B =⇒ A, to highlight the properties
of the BC that satisfy the DTMS/DRMS features. A second
refinement has been applied verifying if the implication was
accidental or could imply a sort of causal nexus. In Table 6,
the resultant implications are reported. It is worth to remark
that because of the limited number of papers identified in
the domain, the results should be considered preliminary. A
more precise understanding would emerge as soon as the
technology, and the implementations become more mature
and widespread.

A possible explanation of the first implication B7.1 (Tok-
enization - no tokens) implies A2.2 (Dimension - single) can
be given by the fact that the evaluation of a single behavior

in a given context does not imply or require any specific
form of trade. This means that BCs that allow avoiding
token management are going to be preferred. This is coherent
with the shift from a public, permissionless, and off-chain
business logic towards private, permissioned, and on-chain
approaches. In these approaches, BC is used as a reliable
and transparent platform to calculate and preserve trust and
reputation values to be used for decision making rather than
to trade with them in an open market.

The implication number 2 reveals a relation between the
consensus method based on PoW (B8.1) and the reputation
and trust values controlled and validated by a community
(A6.1). This implication may suggest that the consensus
mechanism should not be considered a mere technical feature
of the BC separated from the business logic of the appli-
cation. It embeds both technical and organizational aspects.
Thus, the selection of the appropriate consensus mechanism
should also be driven by the design of the application as well
as the technical concerns (e.g., performance, vulnerability).

In the third implication, the relation is between the PoW
and the absence of a data aging mechanism. At first, the two
properties seem to be independent. However, the presence
of such an implication may be justified as follows. The
management of the aging of the reputation value may require
the presence of a maintenance process that continuously
verifies the results of past transactions. Then this process
should apply a degradation algorithm to the stored values
obtaining a new result that needs to be stored in the ledger
in a new transaction. This maintenance process, even if it
generates a new transaction, does not require the presence
of PoW because it is not a transaction among agents. Thus,
aging seems to be challenging to implement in BC, especially
in systems using PoW.

The implication number 4 notes the presence of a relation
between the existence of a fee mechanism in the system and
the deterministic method to compute the reputation value.
This implication is interesting since it may reveal the pres-
ence of a psychological bias of the proposers rather than a
genuinely technical need. The adoption of a deterministic
solution for the reputation value computation is intrinsically
more straightforward and easy to be managed and verified
in comparison to other solutions. We can imagine that, as
soon as the solution starts to confront the market, the need
to reduce the complexity emerges. This may be due to the
maturity of the technology and the related skills needed to
manage it properly.

The implication number 5 relates public BC with the
feature of the reputation value managed by the community
(A6.1). This implication is quite logical, and its presence was
expected. The purpose of the public BC is to allow all actors
to execute transactions and to control the transaction of others
transparently. This means that the connected community
is called to take the role of control and validation of the
reputation value calculation and maintenance. Thus, in this
case, the BC characteristic perfectly matches and supports
the DTMS/DRMS feature.
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Several other implications came out from the analysis, so
it is worth to mention that, because of the limited number
of papers available in the literature, such results are affected
by a certain degree of uncertainty. Thus, the current emerged
implications may change in their importance, and other more
significant implications could emerge as soon as new publi-
cations become available.

VII. BUSINESS VS. SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVES
The results of the business based approaches reveal a sub-
stantial convergence on the following properties: B1.1, B2.1,
B3.1, B4.3, B5.2, B6.1, and B7.2 related to the BC technol-
ogy.

It is essential to highlight the main differences between
the two domains. In particular, they differ on the following
properties:
• B3: Scientific approaches are focused on off-chain busi-

ness logic, while all the business-oriented approaches
are adopting an on-chain solution. This result can be jus-
tified by the fact that the business applications emerged
in 2017, when Ethereum was well established, and
other solutions were emerging with the feature of SCs
included (e.g., Hyperledge). On the contrary, scientific
experimentation started in 2013 when only Bitcoin-
based BC was dominant.

• B5: The commercial tools are strongly oriented to sepa-
rate the nodes that host the full ledger with other kinds
of participants that can interact with dedicated clients.
These clients invoke SCs for the business logic and
interact with the BC through them. On the contrary,
the majority of scientific approaches are focused on
B5.1 where all the participants host the full ledger. This
difference can be attributed to the fact that in business
applications, the privacy of the information is crucial.
To this end, in business applications, BC tends to be
used as a highly protected data storage relegating the
data and computing distribution to a technical solution
(e.g., the cloud) under the control of the organization or
consortium.

• B6: The definition of a fee mechanism, is vital for a
solution that aims to compete on the market or wants
to convince investors. On the other hand, this aspect is
often neglected in scientific papers that dedicate more
attention to technological issues. However, in those
papers, what is explicitly claimed is that the solution
is based on the public Ethereum network. Hence, the
presence of a fee mechanism is implicit.

• B7: The tokenization of the reputation represents an-
other critical point of difference. The business perspec-
tive tends to see reputation as an asset that can be
traded similarly to other goods, which is why the most
common token adopted is ERC20. The scientific point
of view considers the reputation and trust just as a value,
so the general trend is to avoid using tokens in BC-
based DTMS/DRMS. However, the use of tokens in
the system has several advantages. In particular, it is

possible to bind the expression of votes or feedbacks to
the possession of the token, that can be burned after the
action. In this way, it is possible to simplify complex
business processes while maintaining a high level of
security and reliability.

Regarding the similarities between the two perspectives,
it is worth to highlight a general preference towards the
customization of BC solutions (B9.1 property). This is par-
ticularly evident in the scientific approaches, but also in the
business solutions, this attitude seems to be confirmed. The
customization is necessary when the features of the existing
BC are not perfectly aligned to sustain the business case.
In particular, there are two main customizations: The first is
the adoption of new consensus protocols, moving away from
PoW to other methods, in order to speed up the transaction
performance. The second is the modification of the struc-
ture and dimensions of the block, in order to accommodate
more information. This is particularly true for Bitcoin-based
systems where data storage has several constraints. In this
respect, both business and scientific approaches are experi-
menting with new methods and algorithms to achieve better
performance while maintaining the same level of trust guar-
anteed by PoW. Another aspect where the two approaches are
converging towards a similar trend is the use of a mechanism
of incentives to reward network participants (property A10).
No method seems to prevail in the business scenarios, even if
there is a slight preference towards the incentives.

VIII. DISCUSSION
From the analysis carried out in the previous section, several
trends emerged. The adoption of BC technologies in the
DTMS/DRMS domain is in its early stages, and its evolution
may follow different possible directions. However, according
to the results of the analysis, we can identify some consoli-
dated trends:

• There is a significant growth in the adoption of BC
technology in DTMS/DRMS revealed by the number
of publications retrieved in the year (2018) vs. the five
previous years (2013-2017).

• There is a progressive shift from the Bitcoin-based
technology towards solutions supporting SCs because
of their flexibility and control in managing the business
logic and the data storage.

• There is a tendency to shift from public and permission-
less towards private and permissioned solutions. This
trend could be justified by the intent of securing data
privacy, and keeping the costs and the process under
control.

• There is a global tendency to model a single dimension
of trust. This means that it would be difficult to mi-
grate the validity of trust calculated in one domain into
another. This is also confirmed by the interoperability
property that is oriented towards closed systems reduc-
ing the scope of the reputation and trust value validity to
the intra-domain.
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• The adoption of BC in the DTMS/DRMS domain is
currently tested in different application domains that
have their specific requirements. Even if the motivations
to adopt BC are similar across the domains (e.g., to
achieve privacy and security), the modes of implemen-
tation differ significantly, and a best practice does not
seem to prevail.

• Although it is a critical element that affects the actual
feasibility of a project, the performance aspect of a BC
has been only partially addressed in the literature by
adopting the perspective of the number of transactions
per second. Unfortunately, the performance of a BC
is also related to the increasing rate of updates to the
ledger. However, related pruning strategies seem to be
not explored yet. Another factor affecting the BC per-
formance is related to the complexity of the contract
that requires a strong conceptualization in terms of
processing the business cases under analysis.

• The BC consensus protocols do not prevent some secu-
rity attacks like Sybill attacks and others. It is necessary
to introduce a dedicated business logic, or to consider to
extend the current protocols.

• Differently from the cloud-based domain where tech-
nology is offered “as a service”, the adoption of a BC
solution at the beginning of a business-based service has
an essential impact on the application’s development.
There are so many constraints in each approach that
make the transition from a solution to another almost
impossible. In order to overcome such limitations, solu-
tions based on the “BC as a Service” concept are emerg-
ing. Prominent vendors like IBM, Microsoft, Oracle,
and Amazon are offering cloud-based installations of
BC. However, even if possible in theory, the possibility
to efficiently migrate from a platform to another seems
not to be well addressed.

IX. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a comprehensive survey of the recent
initiatives related to the adoption of BC technology in Dis-
tributed Trust and Reputation Management systems, with a
specific focus on the identification of the relevant emerg-
ing features that could represent main drivers for the next
generation of DTMS/DRMS. The analysis starts by defining
the concept of trust and reputation and their role within a
distributed network. We started our investigation outlining
the core features of a BC-based DTMS/DRMS by grouping
them into two taxonomies: a) BC related technology and
b) DTMS/DRMS based systems. Moreover, the literature
assessment has been conducted using the taxonomies and
defining a context that has been processed by applying
Formal Context Analysis. Such an approach allowed us to
identify the most recurrent and stable features in the cur-
rent scientific landscape and several important implications
among the two sets. From the result of the analysis, we
derive several recommendations that may help in saving time
during the technical feasibility assessment and driving the

future implementations of DTMS/DRMS. In particular, over
the general recommendations of using BC because of its
capability of enhancing security, privacy, and trustworthiness
of the managed information, we recommend:

• Verifying the feasibility of the permissioned solutions
against the business requirements.

• Adopting BC-based approaches (e.g., Hyperledger) to
implement complex business logic with the use of SCs.

• Managing a single dimension of trust (single scope) per
system while considering the implementation of proto-
cols of interoperability among DTMS/DRMS in case
the exchange of information about the trustworthiness
of an actor is necessary.

• Carefully evaluating every performance requirement of
the business application since performance is an impor-
tant issue in BC. There are several factors and parame-
ters (e.g., the number of peers composing the network,
the consensus algorithm, the hardware configuration of
the peers, and the complexity of the payload) that may
affect the BC performance. For this reason, it is nec-
essary to plan an optimization phase while considering
that in some cases, the performance may increase by a
factor of 10 or more [141].

• Starting with an in-house configuration of the BC that
would be deployed on a cloud infrastructure instead of
starting with a ready-to-go BC configuration provided
by the cloud service providers. Even if the use of cus-
tomized infrastructure speeds up the time-to-market of a
BC-based application, it limits its portability, therefore,
affecting the possibility of leveraging the cost reduction
strategy based on the "as-a-service" business model.
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